Musse&Cloud is a fashion footwear Spanish brand. Its
aim is to offer affordable shoes made from the finest materials, without compromising on comfort.
It was created in 2014 with a mediterranean, curious and
spontaneous spirit, inspired by the Beat Generation and
its lifestyle.
Most of its products are designed and produced in Spain
using high quality leathers and paying attention to detail.
Troughout the process, Musse&Cloud is committed to
the continuous improvement to achieve the greatest
comfort in its trendy designs. Designs that transform
in combination with the raw materials to tell different
stories. Studs, buckles of different styles and finishes,
braids, laces, and zippers: endless possibilities to convey
the essence of Musse&Cloud in every design.
Design and technology come together to create a product
that stems from everyday life, the care for the smallest
details and the need for comfort.
Technology for comfort is its added value. Musse&Cloud
created a new technology to make shoes so comfortable
that women will enjoy every step they take.
Since the 2017 autumn-winter collection, Musse&Cloud
has incorporated the Float System insole in its collection.
This insole absorbs the impacts at every step and adapts
to the foot anatomy providing anti-fatigue comfort.
During 2018 spring-summer collection, Musse&Cloud
launched the Flex Line technology. With the Flex Line
handmade design its shoes feet like a glove. This thecnology makes footwear: softness, extra-light, 100% flexible and 100% breathable. It is used in the collection of
babouches and mules.
Musse&Cloud is a young brand growing fast, with a solid
presence in Spain and well established in countries such
as United States, France and Italy.
Musse&Cloud is aimed at adult, modern women between
25 and 40 who seek affordable and high quality leather
footwear and don’t want to give up on comfort. Women
who identify with femininity, courage and the spirit of
freedom.

